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Essential Software 
Architecture

Session 2:

Introduction to the Case Study
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ICDE System

 Information Capture and Dissemination 
Environment (ICDE) is a software system 
for providing intelligent assistance to 
 financial analysts

 scientific researchers

 intelligence analysts

 analysts in other domains
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ICDE Use Cases
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Case Study Context

 ICDE version 1.0 in production
 Basically a complex, raw information capture tool, GUI 

for looking at captured data
 2 tier client-server, single machine deployment

 Java, Perl, SQL, 
 Programmatic access to data through very complex SQL 

(38 tables, 46 views)
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ICDE version 2.0
 ICDE v2.0 scheduled for development in 

12 month timeframe
 Fixed schedule, budget

 Major changes to:
 Enhance data capture tools (GUI)

 Support 3rd party tool integration, testing, 
data access and large production scale 
deployments (100’s of users)

 Very few concrete requirements for the 
3rd party tool support or release to full 
production environment
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ICDE v2.0 Business Goals

Business Goal Supporting Technical Objective

Encourage third party tool

developers

Simple and reliable programmatic access to data

store for third party tools

Heterogeneous (i.e. non-Windows) platform

support for running third party tools

Allow third party tools to communicate with ICDE

users from a remote machine

Promote the ICDE concept to

users

Scale the data collection and data store components

to support up to 150 users at a single site

Low-cost deployment for each ICDE user

workstation
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Architecturally Significant 
Requirements for ICDE v2.0
 ICDE project requirements:

 Heterogeneous platform support for access to ICDE data
 Instantaneous event notification (local/distributed)
 Over the Internet, secure ICDE data access
 Ease of programmatic data access

 ICDE Project team requirements:
 Insulate 3rd party projects and ICDE tools from database 

evolution
 Reliability for multi-tool ICDE deployments
 Scalable infrastructure to support large, shared 

deployments
 Minimize license costs for a deployment

 Unknowns
 Minimize dependencies, making unanticipated changes 

potentially easier
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Summary

 ICDE is a reasonably complex system

 Will be used to illustrate concepts during 
the remainder of this course


